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ABSTRACT: Copolymers containing sulfite functionalities precisely placed between run lengths of 8, 14, and 20 methylene
units were synthesized via ADMET with weight-average molecular weights up to 40 500 g/mol (PDI = 1.89). No such polymer
structures have been observed previously. The primary polymer structures and precise nature were characterized by 1H NMR,
13C NMR, and IR spectroscopy. Thermal degradation temperatures up to 310 °C were observed through TGA, and melting
points typical of similar unsaturated ADMET polymers were determined by DSC. X-ray scattering was used to compare the
polymers to ADMET polyethylene (PE), and when the polymers have 20 carbons between sulfites, the functional groups self-
assemble into layers. Higher carbon content incorporation leads to an increase in crystallinity and thermal stability for these
polysulfites.

Functionalization of polyolefins with polar moieties is
becoming a common theme in ADMET polymerization.

The development of highly active and condition-tolerant olefin
metathesis catalysts allows for the polymerization of dienes with
polar groups, including alcohols,1,2 urethanes,3 sugar deriva-
tives,4 and amino acids5 to name a few. Such diverse
functionalization is a testament to the versatility of ADMET.
Precise regioregular structures are afforded free of side reactions
associated with conventional polymerization methods (e.g.,
backbiting in high pressure radical polymerization).6,7 Elimi-
nation of such side reactions allows the investigation of how a
precisely located branch or internal functionality affects the
polymer’s crystalline morphology, which ultimately controls
material properties.8 An early cornerstone of ADMET was the
intentional installation of functional defects and branches at
known frequencies. With the branch as the only structural
defect, its effect is isolated and conclusions could be drawn by
comparison to defect-free and commercial samples.9

Recently, our group has turned to precision placement of
more polar functionalities including carboxylic acids,10

phosphonic acids,11 sulfonates,12 and others.13 Incorporation
of polar functionalities into and on polyethylene backbones at

precisely known spacings allows for sophisticated structures,
new morphologies, and potential applications (e.g, ion
transport). In the present work, our attention has shifted to
sulfite ester incorporation. Organic sulfites (sulfite esters) are
polar oxidized sulfur groups, similar to sulfurous acid, and have
been used as synthetic intermediates, insecticides, plasticiz-
ers,14,15 oxidative inhibitor additives,16 and even for lithium ion
battery applications.17 This paper reports the synthesis and
characterization of unsaturated polymers containing precisely
placed sulfite groups within a polyethylene-like backbone.
Polymers containing a sulfite every 8th, 14th, and 20th carbon
are displayed in Figure 1.
The intention of this study is to incorporate the sulfite

functionality into the polyolefin backbone, essentially creating a
sulfurous acid ester polyolefin, and to investigate the effect of
sulfite concentration on properties and morphology. Exploiting
the distinctive precise nature of ADMET, the sulfite
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concentration effect is an isolated variable from which
morphological trends may be elucidated.
The synthesis of precision sulfite monomers is easy,

accomplished in two steps. Symmetrical α,ω-diene sulfite-
containing monomers 6,7, and 8 in Scheme 1 of varying lengths

were synthesized from an appropriate alkenyl alcohol and
thionyl chloride along with sodium sulfite in dichloromethane.
Synthesis of the starting alcohols 3, 4, and 5 was dictated by the
commercial availability of each. Alcohols 3 and 4 were
synthesized by acetoxylation of the respective alkenyl bromides
1 and 2, followed by hydrolysis of the acetate, according to a
literature procedure,18 while 5 was purchased directly. Alcohols
were purified via column chromatography before use to ensure
that no mono-olefin or mixed-length alkyl species would be
present in symmetrical monomers 6, 7, and 8. Monomers were
synthesized according to a mild literature procedure by the
reaction of alcohols 3, 4, and 5 with thionyl chloride and
sodium sulfite in dichloromethane at room temperature.19 The
technique varies somewhat from typical procedures that use
harsher conditions such as refluxing thionyl chloride. Milder
methods prevent alkene side reactions, because such by-
products would be carried through to polymerization,
ultimately inhibiting polymerization reactions and reducing
molecular weights. Monomers were all purified by column
chromatography and purity was confirmed by mass spectrom-
etry, elemental analysis, and NMR before proceeding to
polymerization. The 1H NMR spectrum of monomer 7 in

Figure 2a shows the olefin resonances at around 5.0 ppm
(external olefin) and 5.8 ppm (internal olefin). After polymer-

ization using common ADMET conditions (Grubb’s first
generation catalyst and high vacuum at 50 °C), conversion to
polymer SO314 is apparent in Figure 2b, which shows only the
internal olefins at 5.4 ppm; no end-group olefins are observed.
The molecular weight and thermal data for each polymerization
are summarized in Table 1.

Number-average molecular weights ranged from 7300 to
21400 g/mol for the poly(unsaturated sulfites), with the lower-
concentration sulfite SO320 possessing the highest molecular
weight. We suspect that proximity of the sulfite functionality to
the catalysis site may be affecting the mechanism and somewhat
inhibiting ADMET reactions for monomers with short
methylene spacer lengths. Considering the thermal data for
the same polymers (Table 1), a decrease in sulfite
concentration leads to a noticeable increase in crystallinity. As
sulfite content is decreased from 63 per 500 carbons (SO38) to
36 per 500 carbons (SO314) polymers are no longer
amorphous, but are low melting semicrystalline substances.
However, increasing the melting temperature above room
temperature requires a smaller sulfite to carbon ratio (SO320,
25 sulfites per 500 carbons). Nevertheless, the melting
temperatures and heats of fusion are slightly lower than those
of a 100% alkene-containing carbon backbone, presumably due
to the rotational flexibility accompanying sulfite incorporation.
All three sulfite polymers display thermal degradation temper-
atures between 225 and 310 °C at 5% decomposition (Figure
3). Increasing the carbon content not only increases the degree
of crystallinity, but also improves the thermal stability of the

Figure 1. Sulfite-containing polymers synthesized with a sulfite
precisely placed every 8th, 14th, and 20th carbon.

Scheme 1. Synthesis of Precision Poly(unsaturated sulfites)
with Known Spacing Lengths via ADMETa

aSO3 denotes the sulfite group and the following number denotes
carbon spacing. For example, SO38 corresponds to a sulfite precisely
located after 8 carbons.

Figure 2. (a) Sulfite monomer 7 1H NMR with labeled peaks. b)
Polysulfite SO314

1H NMR after polymerization displaying no
detectable end-groups from sulfite monomer 7.

Table 1. Molecular Weight and Thermal Data for
Poly(unsaturated sulfites) via ADMET

sulfite
polymer

Mn × 103 (g/mol)a

(PDI)b
sulfite per 500

carbons Tm (°C)
ΔHm
(J/g)

SO38 7.3 (1.75) 63 amorphous
SO314 7.6 (2.51) 36 7 49
SO320 21.4 (1.89) 25 37 63

aMolecular weights obtained by GPC using THF at 40 °C compared
to polystyrene standards (g/mol). bPolydispersity index ( M M/w n).
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sulfite-containing polymers. More characterization data, includ-
ing 1H and 13C NMR, IR, and thermal data, are available in the
Supporting Information.
In addition to thermal analysis, X-ray scattering provided

insight on sulfite−sulfite interactions and how crystallinity is
affected by sulfite functionalization. X-ray scattering data for
SO320, SO314, and SO38 are presented in Figure 4, along with
ADMET PE for comparison. The X-ray scattering confirms that
SO320 is semicrystalline at room temperature, while SO314 and
SO38 are amorphous (Note that scattering experiments were
performed at room temperature, above the Tm of SO314).
Clearly, increased sulfite incorporation disrupts chain order and

crystallization while longer methylene spacings are necessary
for semicrystallinity. In SO320, the peak at q = 0.5 nm−1(L ∼
13 nm) indicates the presence of crystallites that are smaller
than those in ADMET PE, whose intercrystallite peak occurs at
0.17 nm−1(L ∼ 37 nm). The sharp, well-defined peak at q =
13.9 nm−1, further indicates a well-ordered crystalline structure
in SO320. As evidenced by the positions of peaks at q > 13
nm−1, the crystal structure of SO320 is different from the
typical orthorhombic structure of ADMET PE. The peak at
13.9 nm−1 is consistent with a monoclinic PE-like crystal
structure, as is the peak at 16.6 nm−1.20 The weak feature at
∼15 nm−1 may indicate the coexistence of an orthorhombic
crystal structure. Polymers SO38 and SO314 show no peaks at
low q and a broad peak at 14 nm−1, indicating amorphous
structures.
The sulfite correlation peaks are indicated with inverted

triangles in Figure 4. Polymer SO320 has three peaks at relative
positions q*:2q*:3q*, indicating 1-dimensional periodicity.
This suggests that the sulfite groups form layers within the
crystal structure, driven by favorable polar interactions between
sulfites. The periodicity of this layered structure is 1.9 nm, while
the calculated all-trans length of the polymer repeat unit is 2.8
nm. This difference suggests that the layers of sulfite groups are
tilted relative to the chain axis, in contrast to precise
poly(ethylene-co-phosphonic acid),21 wherein the acid layers
are perpendicular to the alkyl spacers. Both SO38 and SO314
show single broad peaks indicating disordered or liquid-like
arrangements of sulfite groups, either isolated or as small
aggregates of the functional groups. The morphological trends
of these polymers are similar to those observed in precise
poly(ethylene-co-1-methylimidazolium bromide),13 precise
poly(ethylene-co-acrylic acid), and precise poly(ethylene-co-
phosphonic acid):21 polymers with shorter hydrocarbon
segments are amorphous, because the high density of functional
groups disrupts the polyethlyene crystal structure. Similarly, the
layered morphologies have previously been observed in
semicrystalline precise copolymers when the alkyl spacer is
longer.
In summary, we have demonstrated the ability of ADMET to

provide unique functionalized polyolefins containing sulfite
functionalities at precisely spaced intervals. By systematically
and precisely altering the run-length between sulfite groups, the
sulfite effect was isolated from conventional polymerization
defects, allowing for further investigation. Higher carbon
content poly(unsaturated sulfites) possess greater thermal
stability and are semicrystalline, whereas increasing the
concentration of sulfite moieties results in an amorphous
polymer. X-ray scattering data for the semicrystalline polymer
support the existence of sulfite layers and interactions similar to
those of other precision materials synthesized via ADMET.
This study demonstrates and reiterates ADMET’s practicality in
producing diverse structures with morphological trends not
observed using other polymerization techniques.
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Figure 3. TGA thermograms of each poly(unsaturated sulfite)
acquired at 10 °C per minute under N2 gas purge.

Figure 4. X-ray scattering of SO38, SO314, SO320, and ADMET PE
collected at room temperature. Intercrystallite correlation peaks are
present at low q for PE and SO320 only. Sulfite correlation peaks are
indicated with inverted triangles. Crystal diffraction peaks are present
at high q for PE and SO320 only. Data are rescaled and shifted
vertically for clarity.
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